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PRACTICE AREAS
MR. HU SPECIALIZES IN CORPORATE FINANCE,
INCLUDING VENTURE CAPITAL FINANCING, PRIVATE
EQUITY INVESTMENT, M&A AND OTHER GENERAL
CORPORATE MATTERS.

REPRESENTATIVE MATTERS AND CASES
M&A, private equity and venture capital
Advised Alibaba and Ant Group on their investments in beauty, cloud
gaming, data supply chain, shared mobility, and online Q&A companies and
on the concurrent private subscriptions in their US IPO portfolios
Advised Sequoia China Capital on its investments in retail, online design,
cloud computation, biotechnology, online travel and blockchain companies
Advised CICC on its investments in retail, pet hospital, AI, IDC and AR
technology companies
Advised Hillhouse on its investments in software design, online retail, AR
technology, retail, biotechnology and data processing companies
Advised IDG on its investments in biochemistry, medical and freight (DiDi
Freight) companies
Advised Boyu Capital on its investments in IDC, AI and furniture-sale-anddistribution companies
Advised BOCI on its investments in insurance and portable-charging
companies
Advised APlus on its investment in an AI company
Advised Yun Feng on its investment in a well-known PRC beverage company
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Advised China InnoVision on its disposals of equity stakes in well-known real
estate and logistics companies
Advised BAI on its investment in an AI and cloud computation company
Advised China Resources on its investment in a biotechnology company
Advised a bank consortium on its disposal of an equity stake in a well-known
audio sharing company
Advised CMC on its acquisitions of several entertainment and gaming
companies
Advised TCL on its acquisition of Samsung’s LCD business in the PRC
Advised Cheyipai on its merger with Dasouche
Acquisition finance
Advised the Blackstone Group on its financing for its leveraged buyouts of
public and private companies in Australia, China, Hong Kong and Singapore,
covering various industries such as construction, real estate, retail and
storage
Advised KKR on its financing for its SGD 1.4 billion leveraged buyout of
Goodpack Limited, the world's then-largest manufacturer of steel
intermediate bulk containers
Advised KKR in connection with Panasonic’s acquisition of the global
diabetics care business of Bayer Group
Advised ChemChina on its $43,000 million leveraged buyout of Syngenta in
the largest ever overseas acquisition by a Chinese corporation
Securities offerings
Represented Universal Health International Group Holding Limited in its SGD
180 million H-share global IPO and listing on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange
Represented Zengame Technology Holding Limited in its SGD 23 million Hshare global IPO and listing on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange

OTHER INFORMATION
Education
Duke University School of Law, LL.M.
The University of Hong Kong Faculty of Law, LL.B.

Professional Qualification
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Admitted to practice in New York

Work Language
English
Mandarin
Cantonese

Professional Background
Mr. Hu joined Fangda as an associate in Hong Kong in 2019. Before joining the
firm, he worked at various major law firms, including Freshfields Bruckhaus
Deringer (Hong Kong), Simpson Thacher & Bartlett (Hong Kong) and Morgan,
Lewis & Bockius (Hong Kong).
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